The energy based least action principle (LAP) has proven to be very successful for explaining natural phenomena in both classical and modern physics. This paper briefly reviews its historical development and details how, in three ways, it governs the behaviour and stability of alluvial rivers. First, the LAP embodies the special stationary equilibrium state of motion and so its incorporation with the principle of energy conservation explains why so many optimizing hypotheses have been proposed in fluvial geomorphology. Second, the variational approach underlying the LAP provides a more straightforward and simpler fuzzy-object orientated method for solving river regime problems than do the various complex Newtonian formulations. Third, it is shown that in fluvial systems with surplus energy the surplus can be expended with slope and/or channel geometry adjustments, with the degree of channel geometry adjustment quantified by the dimensionless numbers F for depth dominated adjustment and H for width/depth dominated adjustment. Different planforms are preferred at different energy levels, with H providing a quantitative measure of the flow's efficiency for moving sediment. In rivers with insufficient energy, the interactions of endogenous and exogenous factors are shown to be capable, in certain circumstances, of achieving a stationary equilibrium condition which acts as the attractor state. Importantly, this study describes how iterative changes enable systems to achieve such a stable equilibrium.
Introduction
Rivers are natural 'machines', consuming energy to do work as they act in concert with other geomorphic agents to erode landscapes and transport the resulting detritus. Indeed, Ferguson (1981) described them as being like a conveyor belt, moving sediment intermittently towards base level. Because they convey highly variable amounts of water and sediment over time and space, they are often elusive in revealing clear patterns of behaviour. However, empirical studies over more than a century have shown that collectively alluvial rivers exhibit surprisingly uniform average characteristics (Leopold and Maddock, 1953) . Across the globe they are subject to different climates, biomes, topographies, lithologies and geological structures, so why is it that they do not vary spatially or temporarily more than they do? Channel hydraulics appears to be governed by a relatively simple unifying principle. This study focuses on alluvial rivers with uniform mobile boundaries but later considers alluvial rivers with non-uniform boundaries, where exogenous (externally imposed) factors play a vital role in achieving a stable equilibrium state.
Those variables most immediate to the operation of an alluvial river as a mechanical system are water discharge, channel gradient, sediment load and sediment calibre. The first of these is a largely independent variable and the remaining three are less so. The first two determine the system's operational energy (power) and the second two determine the work it must do. Consequently, rivers are often the product of a balance, and sometimes an imbalance, between work achieved and energy consumed. For this reason a first approximation of a river's form and behaviour can be made from an analysis of its overall operational mechanics. Crucial to this analysis is the recognition that, in with negative feedback or homeostasis, so it can be regarded as characterizing stable equilibrium in a dynamic system. In this context, a meandering river is also in a state of dynamic equilibrium. It oscillates to reduce its gradient (potential energy) and to consume kinetic energy, a straight channel at a lower gradient being its attractor or stableequilibrium state. Clearly, the dynamic equilibrium term defined in dynamics has a very different meaning to that based on mass fluxes and balances adopted for more than a century in geomorphology. To avoid confusion, we use dynamic equilibrium as in dynamics, and for its traditional geomorphic interpretation (a balance between input and output) we adopt the term mass-balance equilibrium of Thorn and Welford (1994) .
LAP (least action principle) and the Extremal Hypotheses in Geomorphology
History of the LAP Since Newton's Principia (Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica) was published in 1687, the concepts of force and momentum have gained wide application in providing quantitative explanations for physical phenomena. In 1746, however, the dominance of the two concepts was challenged by Pierre-Louis Maupertuis with the introduction of the least action principle (LAP). The LAP contains a curious and subtle twist on Newton's laws, for its variational formulation of motion does not use force and momentum but instead the physical quantities of energy and work whose definition does not depend on any coordinate system (vectors). Importantly, the LAP demonstrates that, out of many possible alternatives, nature follows the path that is most 'economical' in terms of work (e.g. Lanczos, 1952; Dugas, 1957; Stauffer and Stanley, 1989; Kroemer, 1994) . Since its introduction, the LAP has received strong support from a number of notable physical mathematicians, typically Euler, Lagrange, Hamilton and Jacobi. To many, the LAP provides an effective way of unifying subjects and consolidating theories in various branches of science in terms of the broad similarities between various areas of physics (see, e.g., Lanczos, 1952) . During the 18th and 19th centuries it allowed the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations relating the velocity, time and space dependency, thereby leading to the formation of the analytical or variational branch of classic mechanics. By the end of the 19th century, the LAP had become an accepted approach not only in classic mechanics but also in electrodynamics and thermodynamics (Dugas, 1957) .
During the 20th century more widespread applications of the LAP were developed, and in the 1940s Feynman identified the applicability of the LAP in quantum physics (Brown, 2005) . Since then, physicists have found that the LAP also underlies the fundamental gauge theories of particle physics, leading to the establishment of what is termed fundamental physics (Brown and Rigden, 1993) . LAP has also been applied widely outside physics. A notable example is the study of Zipf, who, within the context of the LAP, tried to derive the power-law form of his law for understanding the behaviour of humans on the basis of a principle of least effort (Zipf, 1949) . With the wide adoption of fractal theory in the 1970s, Zipf's 'law' became ever more popular and has been regarded as one of the essential phenomena of nature. It occurs not only in the distribution of words but also in the occurrence of cities, populations, wars, species, coastlines, floods, earthquakes and many other processes and behaviours (Schroeder, 1991) .
In view of the significant move of modern theoretical physics away from classical Newtonian mechanics, the 2004 Nobel Physics Laureate Frank Wilczek (2004) stated that the concept of force is conspicuously absent from the most advanced formulations of the basic laws. It does not appear in Schrödinger's equation, in any reasonable formulation of quantum field theory or in the foundations of general relativity. That science has advanced to its present stage appears to be due to an increasing reliance on variational principles (those based on energy rather than forces) to explain the more complex and profound relationships in nature. This led some observers, even before the emergence of relativity and quantum mechanics, to call for abolition of the concept of force in solving complex dynamic problems (e.g. Russell, 1997) .
Since its introduction the LAP has also experienced vociferous opposition from the supporters of pure Newtonian mechanics. They argue that the LAP and its associated variety of variational approaches contain no new physical content in themselves and rarely simplify the practical solution of a given mechanical problem (e.g. Goldstein, 1950) . They also argue that the LAP ignores the detailed processes of interactions that initialize and govern the performance of dynamic motions and is thus a teleological concept (e.g. Goldstein, 1950) . Indeed, the pioneer of the LAP, PierreLouis Maupertuis, even claimed that the LAP proved the existence of God, perhaps the ultimate teleological proposition! For these reasons, the LAP has been regarded as one of the most controversial principles in the history of science.
A variational approach has been undertaken in fluvial geomorphology and hydraulic engineering in the form of the optimal or extremal hypotheses, to be discussed further below. Opposed to their use, Griffiths (1984) commented that they only offer an illusion of progress, and Mosselman (2000 Mosselman ( , 2004 argued that the LAP and the associated extremal hypotheses are not needed. To such researchers, only the Newtonian formulations are regarded as a truly rational approach, for such formulations are based on the detailed processes of the interactions between the forces of flow acting on a channel boundary and the resisting forces from the boundary. However, major questions relating to how rivers maintain stable channel forms have not been resolvable using Newtonian formulations. Their use for solving river regime problems has been appropriate only for dealing with site-specific issues, such as local bank stability and stable profiles at individual cross-sections. This is because the Newtonian calculations for self-forming channels are extremely complicated (see, e.g., Parker, 1978a Parker, , 1978b Parker, , 1979 Ikeda, 1981; Ikeda et al., 1988; Pizzuto, 1990; Kovacs and Parker, 1994; Diplas, 1997, 1998 ) and need to be simplified so as to produce generally applicable theory with which to explain river flow and channel-form interactions (see, e.g., Phillips, 1991; Knighton, 1998; . Newtonian mechanics has certainly enabled approximate and greatly averaged descriptions and models of the forces and motions operating in simple idealized individual channels. However, the complexities associated with the development of erosion-resisting forces in rivers that have abundant but variable riparian vegetation and strong but variable banks have meant that Newtonian mechanics has not been able to explain the remarkably consistency of river form and styles globally.
Extremal hypotheses in geomorphology
Born from the frustration of interpreting the properties of rivers directly from conventional fluid mechanics, fluvial geomorphology has seen proposals for various extremal or optimizing hypotheses. The first formally proposed and popularly received was that by Leopold and Langbein (1962) , who advocated that an alluvial system is analogous to an open thermodynamic system and that the second law of thermodynamics in relation to energy is therefore applicable. From this, Langbein (1964) and Leopold and Langbein (1962) deduced that the extreme condition controlling the adjustment of alluvial channel geometry was minimum variance. Yang (1971) also drew an analogy between thermodynamic and fluvial systems, with elevation (or potential energy) analogous to absolute temperature, and as a result he provided an explanation for drainage network structure and river channel morphology. This led to the suggestion of minimum energy dissipation rate (mEDR) as a general theory in fluvial hydraulics (Yang, 1971 (Yang, , 1972 (Yang, , 1976 (Yang, , 1987 Yang, 1980, 1982; Yang et al., 1981) .
However, the approaches by the Leopold and Langbein and Yang research groups were incomplete descriptions of the total system, for they did not recognize that sediment transport has a profound effect on channel form. Taking this into account, Pickup (1976) and Kirkby (1977) proposed the hypothesis of maximum sediment transporting capacity (MSTC), because they saw it as intuitively logical that alluvial channels should be involved in a maximizing process of transporting water and a range of sediment sizes. Although the study by Pickup (1976) focused on the relationship between the optimum shape of natural streams for bedload transport and the return periods of flow discharge, the theoretical analyses of Kirkby (1977) showed that MSTC could be a fundamental principle of fluvial systems. Recently, the applicability of MSTC has been supported by the computer-based studies of White et al. (1982) , Wang et al. (1986) , Bettess and White (1987) and Farias (1995) .
Despite some success in applying the mEDR hypothesis, Yang et al. (1981) showed that it produces a constant width/depth ratio of 2, yet nearly all natural channels are very much larger than this. From the principle of virtual work or energy for a mechanical system, however, Chang (1979a Chang ( , 1979b Chang ( , 1980a Chang ( , 1980b Chang ( , 1985 Chang ( , 1988 proposed the hypothesis of minimum stream power (mSP). This has received considerable attention (see, e.g., Millar and Quick, 1993, 1998; Millar, 2005) , because in a variety of circumstances it has demonstrated an ability to provide a high level of prediction of both channel geometry and river channel pattern. However, Chang's mSP principle was computer derived and has not been able to identify physical causes. As a result, it has been argued conceptually that the conditions of maximum friction (Davies and Sutherland, 1980, 1983; Eaton et al., 2004) , variants of minimum Froude number (Jia, 1990; Silvia, 1999, 2000) and critical flow (Grant, 1997) are the principles controlling river channel adjustment. While each of these extremal hypotheses has, to some extent, been shown to apply to the behaviour of alluvial rivers, their selection for consideration has to date been somewhat arbitrary due to a lack of a convincing theoretical explanation for the adoption of any single one. Why would a river maximize or minimize any particular condition? which implies that motion tends to take a trajectory for which the action A, a measure of the energy of the system under study, achieves a stationary equilibrium state, as explained below.
For flow in an open channel, Huang and Nanson (2000 , 2001 and Huang et al. ( , 2004a Huang et al. ( , 2004b have examined the applicability of the LAP and found that, due to the action of gravity, the LAP can be written as the principle of minimum potential energy. For transporting water discharge and sediment load, however, flow needs to have a certain amount of kinetic energy to achieve equilibrium. As a result, part of this minimum amount of potential energy must be converted into kinetic energy, leading the principle of minimum potential energy to be more specifically expressed as the principle of minimum (total) (specific) energy (PmE). As demonstrated by Huang et al. (2004a) , PmE applies to all kinds of open channel flow: ideal frictionless or frictional flow in nonadjustable channels or flow in adjustable alluvial channels that transport sediment. In solid mechanics, minimum energy occurs when the material remains stationary. For liquids in motion, as in all the above three open channel systems, the stationary equilibrium state occurs when and where the total supplied specific energy E reaches a minimum, or E = E min :
subject to
where E p is the specific potential energy, E k is the specific kinetic energy and ϕ i (ζ) represents i number of constraints, including continuity of fluids, flow resistance and sediment transport, all of which are functions of a geometric variable of cross-sections, ζ (width/depth ratio or depth when width is fixed). The determination of E min in Equations (3) and (4) is exactly the same as finding the minimum condition of the Hamilton function or Hamiltonian (sum of kinetic energy and potential energy), which is the most important operator of variational theorem in both classical and quantum mechanics (see, e.g., Lanczos, 1952; Dugas, 1957; Stauffer and Stanley, 1989; Kroemer, 1994) . Observable from Equations (3) and (4) is that E min possesses exactly the same physical meaning as the most generalized variational principle LAP, that of using the least possible amount of energy to complete a given task. This includes transporting given water and sediment loads in fluvial systems. Hence, the existence of E min explains how the LAP effectively governs open channel flow.
The role of a 'stationary equilibrium' state in something as dynamic as a river is initially not intuitively obvious. In solid mechanics it can be simply illustrated by a pendulum, which has its available energy in two parts; the energy stored above a position of rest (potential energy) and that of motion (kinetic energy) (Figure 2 ). The perpendicular position of the pendulum is the point of 'stationary equilibrium' and acts as an 'attractor' of motion, through which the pendulum must pass and where in motion it has minimum potential energy and maximum kinetic energy. As it swings, energy is passed back and forth between these two states. When the pendulum is at rest there is only potential energy present and total energy is at a minimum (E = E min ). When there is excess energy in the system (E > E min ), the pendulum must remain in motion but, importantly, the attractor that characterizes the whole process of dynamic motion is the point of 'stationary equilibrium'. This illustrates the importance that a stationary equilibrium state (minimum energy) plays in any dynamic system where energy must obey the law of energy conservation and is being converted from one state to another (Figure 2) . In a river with excess potential energy, this excess must be converted mostly to frictional kinetic energy by, for example, the development of undulating bedforms, or meandering or braiding planforms. Hence, analogous with the swinging pendulum, the stationary state in a river system with no surplus energy determines the degree of dynamic adjustment when the system has excess energy. This is detailed later in this paper.
In a river with insufficient potential energy (slope) there is no surplus energy to be consumed. This cannot be easily represented by a pendulum, because we are describing some point of minimum potential energy below the stationary central point in the arc of the pendulum. However, adjustments to a river channel can be made such that frictional energy losses are reduced and/or potential energy is increased to the point where there is the minimum energy required for the transport of the water and sediment supplied. This may involve straightening or upstream aggradation of the channel (hence steepening), or a reduction in the aspect ratio (W/D) towards a more efficient cross section. Again, the stationary equilibrium state is the attractor that determines the nature of dynamic activity in the system. PmE has been widely applied, not just in classical mechanics, but in more complicated cases. For an example of a quantum system, electrons achieve a 'stationary' state when, even though the electrons are not stationary, the system's total energy reaches a minimum above that of minimum potential energy. As shown by Huang et al. (2004a) , the stationary equilibrium state in an open channel (E = E min ) is where the available energy is just able to transport the fluid and sediment load. Unlike a pendulum, but as in quantum mechanics, in this situation a river is not stationary or unable to flow; however, the concept is the same as for solid mechanics, hence the acquired terminology. In a river when surplus energy is maximally dissipated as fiction (skin resistance) without doing any additional work, and the energy is therefore just sufficient to move the water and sediment supplied, the river will consist of a straight channel and we would say the system is 'in stationary equilibrium'. When a river dissipates most of its surplus energy as friction, but still has sufficient to do some additional work (such as moving its meander bends or reforming its braid bars and associated channels, generating internal distortion resistance to consume the surplus), then the system is like a swinging pendulum and is 'in dynamic equilibrium'. This distinction between stationary and dynamic equilibrium in rivers is very important.
Clarifying the confusion of multiple extremal hypotheses
Within the context of PmE, when a fluvial system possesses energy just equal to that of E min , its motion will be just sufficient to transport the imposed load. In a solid body this is the critical state for motion, such that no additional work or no work at all can be performed. This link between work and equilibrium was the basis for the proposal by Leopold and Langbein (1962) of the extremal hypotheses of minimum variance and least work. In this sense, their two hypotheses can, in origin, be regarded as the specific forms of PmE and the LAP.
When flow possesses excess energy, or E > E min (where E = E p + E k ), the law of energy conservation makes Equation (4) or E min achievable only when the following condition is satisfied under the restriction of Equation (4):
in which expended energy E exp = E − E min and ζ m represents the value of ζ at which E min is achieved. This means that when flow possesses excess energy E min can be achieved only when the excess energy E − E min is fully expended. Because most valleys are steeper than the gradient required for stationary equilibrium river flow, most dynamic systems behave by maximizing energy expenditure. This explains why the extremal hypotheses of maximum energy expenditure, maximum friction factor, maximum flow resistance or maximum rate of energy dissipation have each been proposed as the fundamental principle governing alluvial channel flow (see, e.g., Jefferson, 1902; Schoklitsch, 1937; Inglis, 1947; Sutherland, 1980, 1983; Huang, 1983 Huang, , 1988 Abrahams et al., 1995; Lamberti, 1988; Phillips, 1991; Eaton et al., 2004) . However, these extremal hypotheses are valid only if they deal specifically with the excess portion of available energy, or E − E min , when E > E min .
During the process of maximizing the expenditure of excess energy, dynamic systems inevitably generate friction in proportion to their excess energy. Only when these dynamic systems are in a minimum energy state are they able to be frictionally minimal. Since friction represents energy dissipation into heat, the equivalence between PmE and minimum friction shows, as argued by the Yang group (Yang, 1971 (Yang, , 1987 Yang and Song, 1979; Yang, 1980, 1982; Yang et al., 1981) , that mEDR derived in terms of entropy theory is indeed applicable to open channel flow. However, among the many forms of mEDR that have been previously hypothesized, only those leading to maximum flow efficiency (MFE) (Huang and Nanson, 2000 , 2001 , mSP and MSTC, can be adopted. The form of mEDR identified here from laws governing open channel flow demonstrates that the principle of minimum entropy production, well developed in non-equilibrium thermodynamics, can also be applied to explain with a velocity field the behaviour of fluids at stationary equilibrium (Stauffer, 2005) .
In contrast to frictionless conditions, where available energy is in the form of potential energy and kinetic energy and can be defined using the Froude number (kinetic energy over potential energy varying with depth and velocity), in flow with friction and/or sediment transport the available energy is spent overcoming friction from both the channel bed (width) and banks for a given sediment load. This means that the Froude number, based as it is on frictionless and constant-width conditions, cannot reflect accurately the way in which the available energy is expended in alluvial channel flow, and so the extremal hypotheses of two forms of minimum Froude number proposed by Jia (1990) and by Silva (1999, 2000) are not appropriate in this case. However, when channel width is constrained, variation is largely with depth and velocity and, as a result, the Froude number can become a defining parameter, even if there is friction and sediment transport. Steep mountain streams are examples of this kind of vertical flow response. Because such streams possess beds of coarse gravel and boulders in the form of step pools with very high critical thresholds for bed motion, their surfaces are sufficiently rough and stable to fully expend the flow's excess energy, and critical flow occurs. This explains why in steep mountain streams energy is consumed in the vertical plane in the form of critical flow, plunge pools and standing waves rather than the lateral plane, as occurs in lower gradient streams that meander or braid (see, e.g., Simon, 1992; Abrahams et al., 1995; Grant, 1997; Tinkler, 1997a Tinkler, , 1997b .
In terms of their geometry, alluvial rivers are self-forming and operate most effectively by moving water and sediment from their drainage basins under conditions approximating bankfull flow (Wolman and Miller, 1960) . They exhibit stable channel geometries, which can be predicted with reasonable accuracy using 'regime theory' for stable canals (Lacey, 1929 (Lacey, , 1933 (Lacey, , 1946 (Lacey, , 1958 Blench, 1952 Blench, , 1969 Blench, , 1970 Simons and Albertson, 1960) and 'hydraulic geometry' for stable river channels (Leopold and Maddock, 1953; Parker, 1979; Huang and Warner, 1995; Huang and Nanson, 1995 , 1998 . While these regime relationships are a response to a set of interacting factors associated with the amount of water and sediment in transport, and a range of additional factors such as local vegetation, sediment texture and regional gradients, they can be represented empirically simply and approximately in the following form:
where W, D and V are respectively the channel width, average depth and average flow velocity, and a, c and t are coefficients.
In stable channels with uniform boundaries, coefficients a, c and t in Equation (6) are determined mainly by sediment composition, but in natural rivers they are also closely related to bank vegetation, boundary roughness, slope and sediment transport (Schumm, 1960; Richards, 1982; Ferguson, 1986; Huang and Nanson, 1995 , 1998 , 2000 Huang and Warner, 1995; Julien and Wargadalam, 1995; Huang, 1996) .
We propose that such stable channels represent a stationary equilibrium condition, where imposed water and sediment loads are transported without causing an imbalance between deposition and erosion (Mackin, 1948) . This phenomenon of river regime would be highly unlikely if there were not some self-adjusting principle(s) controlling the myriad of possible combinations of geometric forms that an alluvial river could adopt.
In the channelized flow of self-adjusting streams with uniform mobile boundaries, three basic relationships define the physics of water and sediment movement; flow continuity, flow resistance and sediment flux. These can be relatively simply expressed by the following relationships:
where f, g, R, Q sc , τ 0 , τ c and c d are the flow friction factor, gravity constant, hydraulic radius, carrying capacity of flow for sediment discharge, shear stress, critical shear stress and a coefficient related to sediment size, respectively. S f is the fractional slope of flow and S f = S for uniform channel flow considered in this study. Because there are three equations with four variables (width, depth, velocity and slope; the fifth, τ 0 can be calculated from these), these three equations have previously been interpreted as insufficient to explain the phenomenon of river regime. As a result, two approaches have been adopted: Newtonian formulation and extremal hypothesis.
The Newtonian formulations of the problem of river regime have been performed in terms of the diffusion of turbulence on the transverse direction of flow (see, e.g., Parker, 1978a Parker, , 1978b Parker, , 1979 Ikeda, 1981; Ikeda et al., 1988; Pizzuto, 1990; Kovacs and Parker, 1994; Diplas, 1997, 1998) . Methodologically they include three steps: (1) dividing a stream channel cross-section into many parts; (2) formulating the motion of each part as it interacts with the motion of the adjacent parts or with the boundary and (3) integrating all the parts to reveal the characteristics of the whole cross-section that result from these detailed internal interactions (Figure 3) . By doing so, this type of analysis has provided very detailed interpretations of the empirically based hypothesized processes leading to the exhibition of the hydraulic geometry relations in Equation (6). However, as discussed by Phillips (1991) , Knighton (1998) and , this approach generally involves very complicated mathematical analyses that have not, as yet, enabled the development of a generally applicable theory for understanding flow and channel-form interactions.
On the other hand, an understanding of the physical controls of river regime has been obtained by incorporating one of a number of extremal hypotheses into Equations (7)-(9) in order to obtain mathematical closure. In comparison to the complex Newtonian formulations, this approach is much simpler; however, it has lacked a convincing physical justification. As a consequence, there has been no consensus as to which hypothesis is correct (see, e.g., Knighton, 1998) .
Advantages of fuzzy objectification and variational approach
Recognizing the difficulties in obtaining a solution for the precise form of the profile of stream channel cross-sections as shown in the Newtonian formulations, Huang and co-workers (e.g. Huang and Nanson, 2000 , 2001 Huang and Chang, 2006 ) regard the precise form of the profile as a problem with uncertainty. As a consequence, they advanced an object-orientated variational methodology in the context of fuzzy theory. Rather than seeking the precise mathematical expression of the profile of the object (channel cross-section), they introduce the channel aspect ratio ζ (width/depth) as a fuzzy variable that characterizes natural channel shape with some degree of certainty (Figure 3) . In this way, a complex stream channel cross-section can be illustrated as an integration of a simple rectangular form with a minor perturbation on the boundary. This simplification can accommodate the hydraulic conditions resulting from a range of natural variations over the channel boundary. In other words, real channel cross-sections may result from the influence of natural perturbations on what would otherwise be a simple relatively wide rectangular form. Figure 3 (C) shows a channel cross-section that could result from minor perturbations to an originally rectangular cross-section. Due to flow turbulence and channel boundary heterogeneity, such natural variations generally have some degree of random character. Consequently, finding the precise expression of the cross section is very difficult and, depending on the degree of detail being sought, is probably not necessary at the level of explanation and prediction of channel form often being sought.
With the fuzzy-object orientated method, they examined the effect of variable shape on the flow regime and demonstrated that, without adopting any extremal hypothesis, the phenomenon of river regime can be explained directly with the basic relationships of flow continuity, resistance and sediment (bedload) transport. This is because the Müller (1948) formula. It is apparent that in most cases there are two possible dynamic equilibrium forms of channel geometry that can transport a given water and sediment load, but only at one point ζ = ζ m does a unique channel geometry occur. At this point, the total energy expenditure in the flow reaches a minimum, the stationary equilibrium state.
introduction of the channel aspect ratio ζ (width/depth) into the three basic hydraulic relations of Equations (7)- (9) can make Q s and S f functions of a single variable ζ, or Q s (ζ) and S(ζ) (see, e.g., Huang and Nanson, 2000, 2002) . In terms of this analytical approach, Figure 4 presents an example of the variations of the two functions based on the Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948) formula for bed-load transport and the Manning-Strickler flow resistance relationship. It can be seen in this figure that in most cases there are two possible dynamic equilibrium forms of channel geometry that can transport a given water and sediment load, but only at a single point ζ = ζ m does unique channel geometry occur. At this point, the total energy expenditure in the flow reaches a minimum, the stationary equilibrium state. For given water and sediment loads Q and Q s , this unique solution can be determined by minimizing the frictional slope of flow S f :
At the same point of ζ m , Q s also achieves a maximum for given Q and S f :
As demonstrated by Huang and co-workers, the unique solution of alluvial channel geometry mathematically derived under conditions where S f = S fmin or Q s = (Q s ) max is highly consistent with the widely observed hydraulic geometry relations in Equation (6). Importantly, this demonstrates that the condition of S f = S fmin or Q s = (Q s ) max is the product of the LAP (Huang and Nanson, 2000 , 2001 Huang et al., , 2004a Huang et al., , 2004b Huang and Chang, 2006) . Hence, the most efficient alluvial channel geometry derived is based on the condition of S f = S fmin or Q s = (Q s ) max and provides a testable case for verifying the applicability of the LAP in alluvial channel flow. This demonstrates that the application of the LAP in alluvial channel flow is not a teleological proposition and it shows that, among the many extremal hypotheses suggested to explain river channel geometry, only mSP and MSTC can be regarded as the specific expressions of the LAP, the primary principle for river channel geometry. Furthermore, because the condition of mSP or MSTC quantitatively measures the status of flow efficiency, it provides a very useful way of studying and understanding the adjustment of river channel form in the situation where S f > S fmin or Q s < (Q s ) max , in other words where E > E min .
While the conditions of mSP and MSTC inherent in basic hydraulic relations for alluvial channel flow provide a convincing physical explanation for why regular regime relations and bankfull hydraulic geometry have been exhibited in a very wide range of environments, it needs to be stressed that these outcomes, and the recent progress made by Huang and Nanson (2007) in explaining the cause of anabranching rivers in terms of the variational analytical approach advocated by Huang and co-workers, have demonstrated that the basic hydraulic relations of flow continuity, resistance and sediment transport are sufficient to explain not only the regime relations but also the dynamic forms of river channel flow. In other words, there is no need to predefine any extremal hypothesis in order to gain a proper understanding of the behaviour of river channel flow.
Linear relation between shear stress and width/depth ratio -a measure of flow efficiency in alluvial channels
Using the advantages of the variational approach, Huang and Chang (2006) investigated possible sediment transport conditions leading to river regime and show that, at the point when S f = S fmin or Q s = (Q s ) max , flow in straight alluvial channels yields a linear relationship between shear stress τ 0 and width/depth ratio ζ for different flow regimes, including flat bed, lower and upper flow regimes:
where ζ c is the optimum width/depth ratio when τ 0 = τ c or Q s = 0. As a consequence, a scale invariant number emerges, denoted as H and expressed as the ratio of the relative increment of shear stress to the increment of width/depth ratio:
This is the outcome of the physical mechanism whereby flow in a straight alluvial channel achieves the stationary equilibrium state for sediment transport. As noted in the transport formula of Equation (9), sediment transporting capacity Q sc for a given sediment size is a function of both channel width W and flow shear stress τ 0 . There exists a complex quasi-parabolic (rising and falling) relationship between average shear stress τ 0 and the aspect ratio ζ, while a simple monotonic relationship is maintained between channel width W and ζ (Huang and Nanson, 2000, 2002) . Because, as shown in Equation (9), Q s is in a complex relationship with τ 0 and W, τ 0 plays a major role in transporting sediment load in narrow deep channels only, quantitatively resulting in H > 0·3. In wide shallow channels, Equation (9) shows that the role of W outweighs that of τ 0 , yielding H < 0·3. Only in the ideal case where the roles of τ 0 and W are closer to equal within a channel that is neither very wide and shallow nor very narrow and deep does H = 0·3 occur. Huang and Chang (2006) demonstrate that the most efficient alluvial channel geometries are mathematically derived where H = 0·3 and are highly consistent with the most commonly observed regime relations and downstream hydraulic geometry relations.
The H number can be regarded as a supplement to the widely applied Froude number F in open channel hydraulics, which measures the flow's kinetic energy over potential energy (varying with depth and velocity) in the following form:
The physical meaning of F is that when frictionless open channel flow is constrained laterally (constant channel width), making F ≠ 1·0, it tends to transfer excess potential energy to kinetic energy, or vice verse, on a vertical plane (channel depth). In the situation of F = 1·0 the energy of flow reaches a critical level, at which no energy conversion is possible and below which the flow cannot move as an entity (Henderson, 1996) . As Huang et al. (2004a) demonstrated, the situation of F = 1·0 is also the product of the LAP under frictionless and constant width conditions. The H number measures the available energy spent overcoming friction from both the channel bed and banks for a given sediment load, and the situation of H = 0·3 means that, as stated earlier, the energy of alluvial channel flow reaches a minimum level for transporting a given water and sediment load. Given that the two numbers come from the same physical root of the LAP, and because of the role that F number plays in open channel flow (as detailed by Henderson, 1966) , the H number can be regarded as a quantitative index for directly measuring the stability and the potential development of complex channel forms in situations where H ≠ 0·3. These include determining the spacing of pools and riffles and meander wavelengths with increasing channel width, and determining step steepness with increasing bed slope in step-pool systems. The study by Huang and Chang (2006) also demonstrates that the H number provides a basis for assessing the applicability of previously developed semi-theoretical sediment transport formulae. A detailed investigation of the process by which the H number enables the prediction of complex channel forms is currently underway, as is the possibility of developing a universally applicable sediment transport formula based on its linear characteristic.
River Channel Planform: Causes and Modes of Development

Physical cause for river-channel planform development
The principle of least action should result in self-adjusting alluvial rivers all looking similar. While there is considerable consistency in terms of hydraulic geometry, channel planform can vary widely and include straight, braiding, meandering and anabranching types. As discussed earlier, valley gradient (S V ) is usually not directly a product of the contemporary river but is inherited and therefore acts as an independent or exogenous variable. Consequently, there is almost always a discrepancy between S V and the minimum energy slope S fmin required for transporting an imposed water discharge Q and sediment load Q s in a straight, maximally efficient, single-thread channel. For given Q and Q s from upstream, the river must adjust S fmin as a hydraulic variable, and Huang and Nanson (2000 , 2001 showed that S fmin can be determined from the following relationship: Because S V and S fmin are derived from different processes, there are three possibilities: (1) S V = S fmin ; (2) S V > S fmin and (3) S V < S fmin . In the highly unusual situation of S V = S min , the valley gradient is exactly that required to transport the imposed water and sediment. The channel will be straight and laterally stable, with a self-formed bankfull geometry that is in stationary equilibrium and uses energy in the most efficient way. Such systems have been assumed to be single thread and have been described theoretically using the equivalent conditions of E min , such as mSP, MSTC and MFE (see, e.g., Chang, 1979a , 1980a , 1980b White et al., 1982; Huang and Nanson, 2000 , 2001 .
In contrast, when S V > S fmin then energy in the system is more than that required and this surplus must be shed in order for the system to achieve stable equilibrium. In such a valley, as demonstrated in the analysis of basic hydraulic relations, there are two types of channel capable of consuming the excess energy in a straight single-thread alluvial channel system (e.g. points A and A′ on both Q s -and S f -width/depth curves in Figure 4 ) -very wide and shallow or very narrow and deep. Such wide or narrow sections are, however, only theoretical possibilities derived from the endogenous hydraulic relations and, therefore, because of possible boundary erosion and/or sediment deposition, neither section may be able to remain stable in a particular alluvial setting.
When S V < S fmin , stationary equilibrium cannot be achieved by simple expenditure of excess energy. This is because of an insufficient supply of energy to move all the sediment supplied from upstream. However, besides valley gradient, other exogenous factors play a role in the development of self-adjusting river channel patterns by altering endogenous conditions. These include valley width and sinuosity as well as the river's exogenous (non-mobile) boundary conditions (i.e. riparian vegetation, alluvium from prior flow regimes, colluvium, glacial or lacustrine deposits, peat, bedrock etc.). The combined effects of both endogenous and exogenous factors on the formation of river channel patterns have been quantified with several integrated models (see, e.g., Schumm, 1977; Bettess and White, 1983; Wang and Zhang, 1989; Schumm and Winkley, 1994; Eaton et al., 2004; Millar, 2005) . While most of these previous models have focused largely on the effect of valley slope, Huang and Nanson (2007) present a detailed mathematical analysis of the effects of the other exogenous factors, particularly non-uniform channel boundaries confined by riparian vegetation, on the development of anabranching and braiding rivers. 
Modes of river channel planform development
Where S V > S fmin . As detailed in the study by Huang et al. (2004a) , in all types of open channel where S V > S fmin , flow is essentially driven by gravity and tends to rapidly achieve a stationary equilibrium state (LAP) by maximizing the expenditure of any excess energy. As argued by Grant (1997) , the behaviour of rivers in hydraulically steep valleys is governed by the Froude number F defined in Equation (14). Indeed, step-pool systems in mountain streams illustrate this kind of vertical adjustment (see, e.g., Abrahams et al., 1995) . However, most alluvial rivers are located in relatively gently sloping wide valleys where they can expend excess energy laterally. This is because steep narrow valleys offer considerable vertical space for performing energy transfers, whereas gentle wide alluvial valleys are correspondingly limited vertically but have considerable lateral space. We argue that this implies that the LAP effectively governs the adjusting process for minimizing work by consuming excess energy on the most available plane.
The expenditure of excess energy in relatively gently sloping wide valleys can be achieved by adjusting channel slope, width, depth, sinuosity and number of braid bars and associated channels. Although theoretically it is possible to expend surplus energy by adjusting all of these variables at the same time, rivers in reality seem to adjust only one or two in each case, resulting in the widely observed typical river styles. This selective simplicity may also be a least action process for expending a river's excess energy.
Over a valley gradient that is not steep enough to adopt a step-pool system, a braided channel pattern will expend excess energy sufficiently rapidly by widening and frequently forming and reworking flow-resisting bars. In an environment with lower gradients, meandering channels expend excess energy in a more modest and uniform way (Langbein and Leopold, 1966) . Over even lower gradients, but where energy is still in excess, it is possible to consume this surplus by forming multiple channels (anabranching) without adjusting channel gradient (Huang and Nanson, 2007) . This may occur where the channel boundary is well vegetated and therefore too resistant to allow meanders to readily form and reduce gradients.
Where S V < S fmin . Because S fmin represents the minimum amount of energy demanded by flow in a straight singlethread alluvial channel transporting an imposed water and sediment load without causing deposition, the situation of S V < S fmin means that such systems are not in equilibrium. However, as discussed above, slope is just one exogenous factor. Nanson and Knighton (1996) hypothesized that in conditions where S V is only slightly below S fmin equilibrium could be achieved with a reduction in W/D caused by cohesive well vegetated banks and no increase in slope. Nanson and Huang (1999) and Huang and Nanson (2007) have mathematically modelled such conditions, and Jansen and Nanson (2004) physically modelled them and demonstrated the relative efficiency of anabranching compared to single-thread reaches in Magela Creek in northern Australia. This means that in situations where S V < S fmin some rivers can achieve stable equilibrium, not by increasing slope, but by reducing W/D. Anabranching is relatively common on straight low gradient rivers in Australia, a low gradient continent where increasing channel slope is barely an option but where the formation of islands or ridges stabilized by well adapted riparian vegetation can reduce W/D ratios Nanson, 1999, 2000; Wende and Nanson, 1998; Jansen and Nanson, 2004; Huang and Nanson, 2007) . However, as with braided and meandering rivers, not all anabranching rivers achieve stable equilibrium, the Columbia River in Canada being the most studied example (Smith and Smith, 1980; Makaske, 2001; Tabata and Hickin, 2003; Abbado et al., 2005) .
Where S V < S fmin , aggradation can also result in unstable braided and meandering patterns, characterized by what have been termed wandering rivers (see, e.g., Chang, 1979b; Bettess and White, 1983; Desloges and Church, 1989; Knighton, 1998) . From the point view of energy expenditure, however, only braided rivers that result from an excess valley slope are capable of rapidly achieving stable equilibrium. Unstable braided, anabranching or wandering planforms of rivers with gradients too low to achieve stability by adjusting their W/D will presumably await further accretion and steepening and the resulting increase in potential energy. In reality, however, increasing the gradient along a substantial length of river valley by accretion would require the deposition of a vast quantity of valley fill, its depth increasing upstream. Almost everywhere, alluvial rivers adjust far more rapidly and simply than this.
In terms of the possible energy levels of flow, effects of exogenous factors and using valley gradient S V to roughly characterize these levels, a synopsis of the development modes of river step-pools and channel patterns can be qualitatively presented as S V >>> S fmin : vertically dominated energy expenditure -step-pool channels; S V >> S fmin : vertically and laterally mixed energy expenditure -stable braided channels; S V < S fmin :
(1) slope dominated energy expenditure -stable meandering rivers; (2) width/depth dominated energy expenditure -stable anabranching rivers; S V = S fmin : straight single-thread channels with a uniform boundary; Figure 6 . The interaction between stream discharge (represented in the buckets) and sediment load (represented on the pan) is the basis for the classic diagram proposed by Lane (1955) to illustrate mass-balance equilibrium in a slope-adjustable stream. Here we have modified Lane's diagram to incorporate the complex relationship in Figure 4 that shows that, for a channel to achieve mass-balance equilibrium, water discharge must operate in conditions with not only an adjustable slope but also an adjustable W/ D ratio. Changes in this ratio are expressed here in terms of Q s because, as shown in Figure 4 , in a channel with excess slope, as slope declines an equilibrium channel can have two very different values of W/D. Only at a minimum slope (the right bucket having moved furthest to the left) will W/D ratio achieve the single value that enables Q s to achieve its maximum equilibrium value (the stationary equilibrium state) (the left bucket having moved furthest to the right).
S V < S fmin : stable anabranching channels with non-uniform boundaries confined by vegetation; S V << S fmin : aggrading braiding, meandering, anastomosing, and wandering unstable channels.
These different slope and energy related states are represented diagrammatically in Figure 5 . However, the concept represented in Figure 4 of equilibrium adjustment based on both slope and W/D ratio, and that in Figure 5 based largely on slope, can be visualized as in Figure 6 by modifying the classic Lane (1955) diagram for a channel in dynamic (and mass-balance) equilibrium. It illustrates that, for a channel to achieve this equilibrium condition, water discharge must operate under conditions with not only an adjustable slope, but also an adjustable W/D ratio. However, it also illustrates the stationary equilibrium state; this is where slope is at a minimum (furthest to the left on the slope scale in Figure 6 ) and the W/D ratio acquires the single value in Figure 4 that enables Q s to achieve its maximum equilibrium value (furthest to the right on the W/D scale). Importantly, Figure 4 illustrates adjustment conditions for various equilibrium states on the curve only in channels with an initial energy surplus, whereas both Figures 5 and 6 imply that channels having an initial energy deficit can reach a stationary equilibrium state as long as this is an achievable condition within the range of possible slopes and W/D ratios. This has been illustrated in a numerical model by Huang and Nanson (2007) , where particular W/D ratios can be imposed by exogenous variables, such as confining bank vegetation, to obtain values other than those achievable in a fully unconstrained self-adjusting system such as is represented by Figure 4 . Brooks and Brierley (2002, p. 364) have described a form of dynamic equilibrium they term mediated equilibrium, whereby channels remain stable '-as long as the mediating influences of riparian vegetation and wood are retained as critical controls on system functioning'. In other words, channels lying near but below the lowest point of the curve in Figure 4 (A) (and therefore near but above the highest point of the curve in Figure 4(B) , or just below the stationary equilibrium line in Figure 5 ) can fluctuate (adjust) until they obtain a stationary equilibrium state. The next section examines how oscillating conditions can lead iterative adjustments towards this state.
Iterative Adjustment and Channel Evolution -Survival of the Most Stable
While the LAP provides a convincing physical explanation of the stationary equilibrium state in rivers, two questions need to be addressed. The first relates to a stationary equilibrium state. In terms of the stability concept defined in static mechanics, a system is normally in one of three equilibrium states; stable, neutral or unstable (Figure 1 ). While the stationary equilibrium in a fluvial system is not defined within the context of static mechanics, there must be a process that converts the stationary equilibrium to the stable state. The second question is how the direction of change towards such a particular stable state is achieved. It is important to establish that a river adopting an extreme position, such as PmE or the LAP, is not a teleological proposition -one that is controlled by some ultimate objective involving 'intended' efficiency. Alluvial rivers in equilibrium are remarkably stable. Those with excess gradient can expend the excess energy relatively simply via friction (heat), often braiding in steep valleys and meandering in less steep ones (Equation (16)) (Bettess and White, 1987; Huang et al., 2004a) . When under-supplied with energy (over-supplied with sediment), sinuous channels can straighten and thereby steepen. If already relatively straight, wide shallow channels can deposit some of their excess sediment in the riparian vegetation along their banks and thereby create a narrower more efficient geometry, or if this is not possible the only option is the long term process of wholesale valley-floor accretion and overall steepening.
Alluvial rivers can be regarded as iterative systems. That is, they are subject to numerous repeating changes, all of which are responses to physical laws that control a myriad of complex possible changes. Non-directional iterative systems are those that can change seemingly randomly, but here we define directional iterative systems as those where the change in a particular direction is more probable than are changes in other directions. At bankfull or other channelforming discharges, such changes (erosion, transportation and deposition) take place both spatially and temporally over a mobile boundary. Some will produce more stable conditions and therefore less change and others will cause greater instability and greater change. At some locations in the same reach of a channel, sediment load will be in excess and deposition will occur, while at other locations energy will be in excess, leading to erosion. If the stationary equilibrium state lies within the range of potential conditions that the system can achieve, and this is an important proviso, then this state will act as an attractor and directional iterative change will ultimately locate it, as shown in Figure 2 . If stability lies outside this range, then the system will move towards it but remain to some degree unstable or even chaotic because then a strange attractor may come into action (Gleick, 1988) .
The frequency and magnitude of change in a system are a function of its degree of instability, in other words its departure from stationary equilibrium. Consequently, the most initially unstable systems will change most frequently and remain profoundly unstable for only a short period of time, and changes will proceed more slowly as they approach stationary equilibrium. Changes to more stable conditions will outlast those that lead to less stable conditions. By way of an example, if the chance growth of a tree on a river bank decreases the cross sectional area and reduces the stability of the section, then erosion will either remove the tree or enlarge the channel nearby. The result is some sort of change. Alternatively, if the addition of a tree increases the efficiency and hence stability of the section, then there is a reduced chance of the section changing in response.
If stability is the most probable condition, then why do not all rivers become completely stable? There are a number of interrelated reasons. First, due to imposed conditions, stationary equilibrium may be beyond the operational range of a particular river, in which case it will approach such a condition but not achieve it. Second, iterative change will result from energy being expended at very many points in the system, and that energy is only available at each point at a certain rate. As a consequence, a multiplicity of changes in a large system, such as a reach of river, will take a certain amount of time that will depend on energy availability. Third, most rivers have a fluctuating discharge as well as other changing variables including bank collapses, log or ice jams etc. Consequently, at any point the energy levels and resulting work being done are not constant. What may be stable at one time at one location may not be so some time later. Fourth, an unstable part of the system (e.g. a scour channel, a knickpoint or a depositing bar) may diffuse unstable conditions elsewhere into a previously stable part of the system. In other words, instability can sometimes propagate itself intensely for a short period of time (e.g. at a small scale bursting eddies on a river bed, or at a larger scale a meander cut-off). Finally, it appears that natural dynamic systems exhibit a certain degree of constant low level instability -they approach stability but do not completely achieve it. Where bed material is being transported in a channel, sediment ripples, dunes, bars and even sediment slugs are illustrative of ongoing localized transport instability, such that a river transporting bed sediment will never be a completely stable system. This is why alluvial rivers remain to some extent dynamic and not completely static systems.
Changes in a river channel are in some ways analogous to evolutionary changes in an organism. Organisms undergo innumerable iterative genetic changes (mutations). Under stable environmental conditions, if organisms are well adjusted to prevailing conditions, then few if any such mutations are sufficiently advantageous to be successfully adopted phenotypically. However, during periods of considerable environmental change organisms are no longer so well adjusted to prevailing conditions and the same rate of mutation can lead to rapid evolution with phenotypic changes, resulting in their becoming more in balance with the new conditions. In other words, the iterative changes that are successful reflect a directional change towards an organism more suitably adjusted to its environment. Similarly, a river channel under stable conditions will experience iterative changes, but stability is self-perpetuating and mitigates development of a less-stable system. However, if a river is subject to a dramatic change and destabilizes, subsequent iterative activity in the system will cause it to make directional changes towards the most stable system possible within the context of the newly imposed conditions. Just as the evolution of organisms is not a teleological proposition, nor is iterative change in an alluvial channel. The ultimate determinant of biological evolution is survival of the fittest, with the 'fittest' individual adopting a position of greatest stability in a stable environment (long term survival with relatively little change). The comparable driver in fluvial geomorphology is the longevity of the most stable, transport-efficient, non-erosional components of the system relative to the less stable, depositional or erosional components: in other words, survival of the most stable.
Conclusions
Over the past 40 years or so, the behaviour of fluvial systems has been explained with analogies to thermodynamic systems and by empirical intuition and complicated Newtonian formulations. Although the energy-based variational principle of least action has been shown to be a very successful scheme for explaining natural phenomena in both classical and modern physics, it received no attention in geomorphology until recent studies by Huang and Nanson (2000 , 2001 , Huang et al. ( , 2004a and Huang and Chang (2006) . This recognition of the applicability of the LAP in geomorphology yields three important advances. First, it provides a convincing physical explanation of the equilibrium state in which the LAP occurs. Since the LAP characterizes the special stationary equilibrium or stable equilibrium state and can be specifically defined with the minimum level of energy (E min ) demanded by the flow for carrying its water and sediment loads, three scenarios of alluvial channel flow are generally identifiable in terms of the difference between available energy (E) and E min : (1) E < E min ; (2) E = E min and (3) E > E min . It is a rare case when E = E min ; however, E min or the LAP governs the direction of the energy expenditure in a river. In the case E > E min , E min can be achieved when the surplus energy E − E min is maximally expended. This helps clarify confusion over the applicability of numerous maximum-minimum hypotheses proposed based on analogies with thermodynamic systems and empirical intuition. In the case of E < E min , however, flow will be in a non-equilibrium state. How the LAP governs flow and river evolution in this state is not yet clear, albeit that the changes will be iteratively driven towards a more-probable stable state rather than a less-probable unstable one.
Second, the LAP presents a more straightforward and simpler object-orientated fuzzy method for solving river regime problems. For a long time, this problem has been pursued either with very complicated Newtonian formulations that have resulted in limited explanation, or with simple qualitative or computer-based extremal hypotheses with doubt over their theoretical basis and applicability. In contrast, the much simpler variational method tackles the uncertainty associated with determining the precise profile of the alluvial channel cross-section by incorporating a channel shape factor, the width/depth ratio, into basic flow relations. As a consequence, a purely mathematical solution for the river regime problem is obtained within the context of the LAP. Importantly, this variational method has led to the discovery of a linear characteristic inherent in the generally nonlinear alluvial channel flow and consequently defines a scale independent number H presented in Equation (15). This number provides a basis for assessing the applicability of previously developed semi-theoretical sediment transport formulae. It can also be used to assess whether alluvial channel flow uses energy in the most efficient way and is therefore in a state of stationary equilibrium.
Third, this study demonstrates that river channel planforms are the product of the interactions between endogenous and exogenous factors. Within the context of the complex interactions, several typical modes of river channel planform that are related to the adjustment of one dominant endogenous variable in each mode can be identified. When the level of available energy is particularly high, vertical adjustment (channel depth) is the dominant adjusting form, leading to the formation of step-pool systems. When the level of available energy is low, lateral adjustment (channel slope) can be a dominant form, resulting in meandering or straight rivers. When the level of available energy is not so low as to form meandering rivers, but not so high as to form step-pool systems, channel widening could occur, yielding stable braiding rivers. In the situation where there is insufficient energy to move the supplied sediment in a straight, wide, single channel, deposition can cause a reduction in channel width, sometimes through the formation of anabranches, with a resulting increase in flow efficiency and the attainment of stationary equilibrium.
Finally, this study describes rivers as directional iterative systems where stable equilibrium offers the least opportunity for change and is therefore the attractor state and the most probable condition. value of ζ at which E min is achieved H: dimensionless number defined in Equation (13) F:
dimensionless Froude number defined in Equation (14).
